





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Isoprenaline concentration response curve of 
isolated cardiomyocytes





















Healthy control (n=14) Healthy control + Pre miR-1 (n=11)


















































































































































































































































































































Heart failure + PTX
Heart failure + Pre miR-1





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LacZ!(n=4)! miRD1!(n=4)! P!value! LacZ!(n=25)! miRD1!(n=27)! P!value!
Time!to!peak!(ms)! 267±30! 249±10! >!0.99! 271±33! 255±20! 0.77!
Peak!amplitude! 0.279±0.05! 0.381±0.06! 0.34! 0.294±0.03! 0.406±0.05! 0.015*!
Time!to!90%!baseline!(ms)! 1285±149! 995±107! 0.20! 1321±158! 1002±79! 0.15!
Decay!Tau! 2376±616! 1854±405! 0.83! 2432±348! 1924±240! 0.48!
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al.,!1989).!Skeletal!muscle!αDactin!(Acta1)!and!cardiac!αDactinin,!(Actc1)!are!both!hypertrophic!fetal!
genes!and!are!markers!of!hypertrophy.!αD!and!βDmyosin!heavy!chain!(Myh6!and!Myh7!respectively)!
expression!correlates!with!contractility!in!opposite!fashions;!in!the!heart!failure!myocardium!
increased!expression!in!Myh7!results!in!decreased!power!output!(Schiaffino!and!Reggiani,!1996)!
whilst!decreased!Myh6!expression!has!the!same!effect!(Miyata!et!al.,!2000).!The!aim!of!this!
experiment!was!to!understand!whether!increased!microRNAD1!expression!was!able!to!reverse!the!
expression!pattern!observed!in!heart!failure!of!any!of!these!cardiac!gene!targets.!!
!
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Figure)5K:)TaqMan)RT>qPCR)analysis)of)the)expression)of)a)range)of)cardiac)gene)targets)from)freshly)
isolated)cardiomyocytes)from)AAV9.LacZ)or)AAV9.miR>1)adult)heart)failure)rat)cardiomyocytes.)!
Gene)expression)is)shown)as)the)mean)fold)change)±SEM)of)AAV9.miR>1)cardiomyocytes)compared)
to)AAV9.GFP)with)GAPDH)used)as)a)housekeeping)gene)for)normalisation)in)both)groups.)Mann)
Whitney)Test)and)n=4)for)all)groups,)all)data)was)non)significant:)
•! A))β1)adrenoceptor)receptor)
•! B))β2)>adrenoceptor)receptor))
•! C))SERCA2a))
•! D))NCX)
•! E))Atrial)natriuretic)peptide)(ANP))
•! F))Skeletal)muscle)α>actin)(Acta1)))
•! G))Cardiac)α>actinin,)(Actc1))
•! H))α>Myosin)heavy)chain)(Myh6))
•! I))β>Myosin)heavy)chain)(Myh7))
!
Of!genes!tested!in!figure!5K,!none!had!a!significant!difference!in!the!fold!change!of!mRNA!expression!
between!the!AAV9.LacZ!and!AAV9.miRD1!groups.!This!would!suggest!that!increased!microRNAD1!
expression!in!heart!failure!does!not!affect!any!of!these!target!genes.!Without!having!the!expression!
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of!healthy!cardiomyocytes!to!compare!against,!it!is!uncertain!whether!the!expression!of!the!target!
genes!have!followed!the!expected!changes!associated!with!heart!failure!that!were!described!earlier.!!
! !
! 170!
Discussion(
!
AAV9.miRD1!does!not!affect!cardiac!performance!or!the!expression!of!cardiac!gene!targets!
!
The!echocardiography!data!(figure!5F)!would!suggest!that!both!groups!are!in!a!state!of!heart!failure!
compared!to!the!healthy!aged!matched!controls,!for!example!the!terminal!measurement!of!ejection!
fraction!in!both!AAV9.miRD1!(46.9%)!and!AAV9.LacZ!(47.6%)!were!comparable!to!previous!studies!
conducted!(Lyon!et!al;!2009),!but!there!does!not!appear!to!any!change!in!cardiac!performance!after!
AAV9.miRD1!treatment!as!measured!by!echocardiography!(figure!5D!and!5E).!This!could!be!expected!
as!AAV9.miRD1!treatment!did!not!result!in!a!nonDsignificant!increase!in!the!expression!of!microRNAD1!
in!isolated!cardiomyocytes!from!AAV9.miRD1!treated!animals!versus!AV9.lacZ!(figure!5C)!and!the!
expression!of!a!known!microRNAD1!cardiac!gene!target!(NCX)!was!also!unaffected!(figure!5K).!As!the!
increase!in!microRNAD1!mRNA!was!not!statistically!significant!it!is!only!the!LacZ!staining!and!
significant!functional!effects!seen!on!other!parameters!that!indicate!that!the!AAV9!treatment!was!in!
any!way!effective.!!!
!
There!are!examples!of!a!single!AAV9!dose!triggering!a!functional!change!in!the!heart!in!the!
literature;!AAV9.SERC2a!gene!transfer!in!adult!heart!failure!rats!(the!same!model!as!used!in!this!
study)!resulted!in!an!improvement!in!the!following!PressureDVolume!(PV)!loop!measured!metrics;!
Emax,!energetic!efficiency,!endDdiastolic!pressure!volume!relationship!and!endDdiastolic!pressure!
(Lyon!et!al.,!2011).!In!another!model!of!heart!failure!induced!by!TAC!surgery!in!adult!rats!where!2!
weeks!postDsurgery!the!animals!are!administered!a!single!dose!of!AAV9.miRD1!(Karakikes!et!al.,!
2013).!Seven!weeks!later!both!the!echocardiography!and!PV!measurements!of!AAV9.miRD1!animals!
showed!a!reversal!of!hypertrophy!and!deterred!cardiac!functional!deterioration.!Finally!in!a!large!
animal!model!of!heart!failure!by!where!the!left!circumflex!coronary!artery!of!domestic!pigs!by!was!
blocked!by!balloon!occlusion,!a!single!AAV9!dose!of!the!calcium!sensor!protein!S100A1!resulted!in!
improved!cardiac!performance!as!measured!by!echocardiography!and!PV!loops!(Pleger!et!al.,!2011).!
The!purpose!of!stating!these!other!studies!is!to!show!that!a!single!AAV9!dose!is!able!to!affect!cardiac!
performance!in!the!same!model!of!heart!failure!as!the!one!used!for!this!study!as!well!as!other!
models!of!heart!failure.!!
!
Drawing!trends!from!the!echocardiography!measurements!would!require!much!larger!n!numbers!
and!so!to!confirm!that!AAV9.miRD1!is!unable!to!reverse!the!detrimental!effect!of!heart!failure!on!
cardiac!performance!would!require!a!repeat!study!with!a!larger!group!of!animals.!One!alternative!
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nonDinvasive!technique!to!echocardiography!is!MRI!which!has!a!temporal!resolution!that!is!1.8Dfold!
higher!than!echocardiography.!A!recent!study!found!that!it!would!require!five!times!more!animals!to!
find!a!statistically!significant!difference!in!repeated!measurements!of!small!animal!left!ventricles!by!
echocardiography!than!MRI!(Stuckey!et!al.,!2008).!!
!
Certain!parts!of!the!RTDqPCR!results!observed!in!figure!5K!are!more!difficult!to!explain,!previous!
experiments!have!shown!that!NCX!(a!known!target!of!microRNAD1)!function!in!cardiomyocytes!is!
readily!affected!by!changes!in!microRNAD1!(Kumarswamy!et!al.,!2012).!Therefore!it!was!somewhat!
surprising!to!see!that!NCX!expression!in!isolated!cardiomyocytes!after!AAV9.miRD1!treatment!is!
unchanged!(figure!5KDD).!Mean!microRNAD1!expression!was!2!fold!higher!following!AAV9.miRD1!
treatment!compared!to!control!but!this!difference!did!not!reach!statistical!significance,!whereas!in!a!
previous!Master!project!adult!cardiomyocytes!were!transfected!with!a!Pre!miRD1!construct!by!
lipofection!in)vitro)which!caused!a!~15!fold!increase!in!microRNAD1!expression.!Therefore!it!is!
possible!that!the!marginal!and!nonDsignificant!change!in!microRNAD1!in)vivo!has!been!too!small!to!
affect!this!or!any!of!the!other!genes.!It!would!be!pertinent!to!analyse!the!expression!of!NCX!and!the!
other!cardiac!gene!targets!in!healthy!animals!as!a!comparison!against!the!heart!failure!animals!
studied!here.!This!would!give!an!indication!as!to!whether!the!pathological!phenotype!of!heart!failure!
was!also!present!on!a!gene!expression!level!as!well!as!some!of!the!other!cellular!and!cardiac!
performance!parameters!measured!in!the!chapter.!!Protein!level!measurements!rather!than!
expression!levels!might!also!be!more!informative,!particularly!if!phosphorylation!of!key!components!
such!as!PLB!were!included.!!
!
AAV9.miRD1!improves!βDadrenoceptor!mediated!contractility!in!heart!failure!
!
In!a!repeat!of!the!result!observed!with!heart!failure!cardiomyocyte!in)vitro!transfection!to!increase!
microRNAD1!expression!(chapter!4),!the!AAV9.miRD1!treatment!was!able!to!significantly!increase!the!
contractile!response!mediated!by!the!β2Dadrenoceptor!in!response!to!isoprenaline!and!CGP20712A!
(figure!5G).!There!was!also!a!significantly!increased!total!isoprenaline!response!in!the!same!
experiment,!which!was!different!to!the!equivalent!experiment!after!in)vitro!transfection!of!heart!
failure!cardiomyocytes.!There,!the!combined!contractile!response!of!both!the!β1D!and!β2D!
adrenoceptors!was!not!significantly!improved!when!the!cardiomyocytes!were!exposed!to!
isoprenaline!alone.!To!understand!whether!the!β1Dadrenoceptor!alone!was!affected,!an!additional!
experiment!would!be!required.!Instead!of!inhibiting!the!β1Dadrenoceptor!with!CGP20712A,!the!β2D
adrenoceptor!would!be!inhibited!with!ICI!118,!551!in!the!presence!of!isoprenaline.!The!restored!βD
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adrenoceptor!mediated!contractile!response!does!not!appear!to!be!caused!by!an!increase!in!the!
regularity!of!the!cardiomyocyte!TDtubule!structure.!The!TDtubule!regularity!of!cardiomyocytes!from!
AAV9.LacZ!hearts!was!almost!identical!as!that!of!AAV9.miRD1!(figure!5J).!The!increased!microRNAD1!
expression!has!not!appeared!to!have!caused!a!constitutive!increase!in!cardiomyocyte!contractility!
since!the!baseline!contractility!of!cardiomyocytes!isolated!from!AAV9.LacZ!and!AAV9.miRD1!treated!
hearts!was!similar!(figure!5H).!!
!
The!split!of!βDadrenoceptors!in!healthy!human!cardiomyocytes!is!around!70D80%!in!favour!of!the!β1D
adrenoceptor!(Port!and!Bristow,!2001),!but!this!has!been!found!to!decrease!to!around!50:50!in!cases!
of!dilated!and!ischaemic!cardiomyopathies!due!to!selective!downDregulation!(Bristow!et!al.,!1986).!
As!described!in!the!Introduction!section:!Disrupted!βDadrenoceptors!signalling!and!distribution!in!
heart!failure,!the!desensitisation!of!the!β1Dadrenoceptor!is!dependent!on!the!GRK2!phosphorylation!
after!catecholamine!binding!to!and!induced!activation!of!the!receptor.!This!is!also!coupled!to!a!
reduction!in!the!expression!of!the!β1Dadrenoceptor.!The!effect!of!reduced!β1Dadrenoceptor!signalling!
in!heart!failure!is!still!unclear,!with!some!studies!finding!that!it!drives!heart!failure!pathophysiology!
(Redfern!et!al.,!2000)!and!others!find!that!it!has!a!protective!effect!(Ahmet!et!al.,!2004)!
(Eschenhagen,!1996).!What!is!undisputed!is!that!β1Dadrenoceptor!function!and!expression!both!
decrease!in!heart!failure.!Therefore!if!the!result!in!figure!5GDA!could!be!validated!to!show!that!
increased!microRNAD1!expression!can!improve!the!β1Dadrenoceptor!mediated!contractility!in!a!heart!
failure!setting!this!would!represent!an!interesting!result.!Particularly!as!the!higher!proportion!of!β1!
to!β2Dadrenoceptors!in!the!heart!in!healthy!cardiomyocytes!means!there!is!more!scope!for!
restoration!of!signalling!with!the!β1Dadrenoceptor.!!
!
To!determine!whether!increased!microRNAD1!expression!is!able!to!reverse!the!GRK2!induced!
downregulation!of!the!β1Dadrenoceptorthereby!restoring!its!capacity!to!elicit!cAMP!production,!the!
cAMP!response!of!the!activated!β1Dadrenoceptor!could!be!measured!by!FRET.!Direct!measurement!
of!GRK2!activity!is!an!alternative!experiment;!after!isolating!the!cytosolic!fraction!from!cardiac!tissue!
the!GRK2!activity!could!be!assessed!by!lightDdependent!phosphorylation!of!rhodopsinDenriched!rod!
outer!segment!membranes!using![γD32P]DATP!(Iaccarino!et!al.,!2005).!The!activity!of!tissue!from!
AAV9.miRD1!treated!hearts!versus!AAV9.LacZ!would!be!compared!to!see!if!reduced!GRK2!activity!
was!occurring.!Alternatively!microRNAD1!may!influence!expression!of!the!β1Dadrenoceptor!at!a!
translational!level,!which!would!result!in!changes!to!the!protein!levels!of!the!receptor.!!
!
!
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Increased!microRNAD1!expression!may!cause!greater!loading!of!the!SR!with!calcium!
!
Of!the!intracellular!calcium!transient!parameters!presented!in!figure!5I!there!are!two!which!suggest!
that!increased!microRNAD1!expression!was!able!to!influence!how!the!cardiomyocytes!handle!the!
movement!of!intracellular!calcium.!This!is!only!if!the!nonDhierarchical!grouping!(cellular)!data!is!
considered!and!not!the!hierarchical!grouping!(animal)!data.!The!peak!transient!amplitude!after!a!
caffeine!spritz!(figure!5IDC)!of!AAV9.miRD1!cardiomyocytes!was!significantly!greater!than!the!
AAV9.LacZ!group.!Greater!calcium!release!upon!caffeine!spritz!is!indicative!of!greater!calcium!
loading!during!diastole,!a!process!which!is!driven!by!SERCA2a.!A!more!direct!measure!of!SERCA2a!
function!is!displayed!in!figure!5IDF!where!removal!of!calcium,!the!decay!section!of!the!transient,!
occurred!in!the!presence!of!zero!calcium!zero!solution.!With!NCX!activity!nullified!this!reduction!in!
the!calcium!signal!can!almost!solely!be!attributed!to!SERCA2a!as!the!other!‘slow!systems’!make!up!
only!1%!of!calcium!clearance!from!the!cytoplasm.!This!assumes!that!the!calcium!buffering!capacity!
of!the!cytosol!is!unchanged,!if!buffering!capacity!was!reduced!in!one!set!of!cardiomyocytes!then!the!
fluorescent!signal!detected!after!caffeine!exposure!would!inaccurately!suggest!a!greater!release!of!
calcium!from!the!SR.!As!with!peak!transient!amplitude,!when!using!the!nonDhierarchical!data!this!
was!significantly!faster!in!AAV9.miRD1!cardiomyocytes.!Together!these!two!results!are!
complementary,!with!the!conclusion!drawn!from!both!is!that!the!ability!of!SERCA2a!to!pump!calcium!
from!the!cytoplasm!into!the!SR!was!greater!when!microRNAD1!expression!was!elevated.!Once!again,!
greater!animal!numbers!would!be!required!to!confirm!this.!
!
Both!SERCA2a!expression!and!function!are!known!to!be!altered!in!heart!failure.!In!human!heart!
failure!myocardium!samples!with!dilated!and!ischaemic!cardiomyopathies!the!expression!of!
SERCA2a!was!reduced!compared!to!healthy!myocardium!samples!(Hasenfuss!et!al.,!1994).!The!
functional!capacity!of!SERCA2a!to!load!the!SR!with!calcium!and!the!associated!levels!of!SR!calcium!
are!reduced!in!models!of!chronic!heart!failure!(Lyon!et!al.,!2011).!To!further!verify!these!findings,!
when!SERCA2a!mRNA!and!protein!expression!were!improved!by!AAV9.SERCA2a!treatment!in!a!
model!of!heart!failure,!the!FuraD2!calcium!peak!amplitude!was!also!improved!to!levels!comparable!
with!controls!due!to!improved!SR!calcium!loading!(Del!Monte!et!al.,!1999).!The!effect!of!increased!
microRNAD1!expression!on!the!heart!failure!cardiomyocytes!appears!to!have!replicated!this!result.!
This!would!suggest!that!SERCA2a!is!part!of!the!spectrum!of!intracellular!cardiomyocyte!targets!that!
microRNAD1!is!able!to!influence!and!that!when!microRNAD1!expression!is!increased!it!corresponds!to!
an!improvement!in!SERCA2a!functionality.!!
!
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Of!the!two!results!in!figure!5I!that!were!significant!using!the!nonDhierarchical!groupings,!the!zero!
sodium!zero!calcium!decay!Tau!could!be!less!reliable.!This!is!portion!of!the!decay!that!occurred!
when!the!cardiomyocytes!were!exposed!to!zero!sodium!zero!calcium!without!caffeine.!Fitting!a!
curve!to!that!section!of!the!decay!(figure!5IDA)!is!more!difficult!for!the!computer!software!and!
because!it!makes!up!the!tail!end!of!the!decay!it!is!variable.!Together!this!reduces!the!consistency!
and!accuracy!of!the!data!compared!to!the!time!to!90%!baseline!and!decay!Tau!which!are!also!
derived!from!the!decay.!The!±SEM!from!this!data!as!a!percentage!of!the!total!response!was!the!
lowest!out!of!all!the!parameters!measured,!which!would!suggest!there!was!consistency!between!the!
cells!measured.!
!
With!the!caffeine!removed!from!the!solution!the!RyR!is!no!longer!held!in!the!active!state,!and!as!a!
result!any!calcium!pumped!by!SERCA2a!into!the!SR!from!the!cytoplasm!is!retained!in!the!SR.!
Therefore!this!section!of!the!decay!curve!represents!SERCA2a!function.!The!cardiomyocytes!isolated!
from!the!AAV9.miRD1!treated!adult!heart!failure!rats!exhibited!a!faster!decay!Tau!in!zero!sodium!
zero!calcium!solution!(figure!5IDF)!which!complements!the!peak!amplitude!result.!A!greater!peak!
amplitude!would!be!caused!by!more!loading!of!calcium!in!the!SR,!which!would!be!due!to!improved!
SERCA2a!pumping!of!calcium!during!diastole.!Therefore!together!these!two!results!support!the!
conclusion!that!cardiomyocyte!SERCA2a!function!is!improved!after!AAV9.miRD1!treatment.!
!
The!RTDqPCR!results!displayed!in!figure!5KDC!show!that!SERCA2a!mRNA!expression!was!unaffected!
by!the!increased!microRNAD1!expression.!As!well!as!influencing!mRNA!expression,!microRNAs!also!
have!the!capacity!to!alter!protein!levels!through!repression!of!translation!(Pillai!et!al.,!2005)!
(Huntzinger!and!Izaurralde,!2011)!and!it!is!possible!that!microRNAD1!affects!SERCA2a!at!the!protein!
level!exclusively.!The!SERCA2a!protein!levels!were!not!examined!in!this!study,!to!determine!if!this!
was!affected!a!Western!Blot!of!SERCA2a!could!be!conducted!using!tissue!from!the!AAV9.miRD1!and!
AAV9.lacZ!treated!animals.!!
!
If!the!level!of!SERCA2a!protein!was!found!to!be!unaffected!by!increased!microRNAD1!expression!in!
heart!failure,!then!microRNAD1!could!be!targeting!one!of!the!regulatory!factors!that!influence!
SERCA2a;!PLB,!HSD1!associated!protein!XD1!(HAXD1),!S100A1,!small!ubiquitinDrelated!modifier!type!1!
(SUMO1)!and!histidine!rich!calcium!binding!protein!(HRC).!Of!these,!none!are!direct!sequence!
matches!for!postDtranscriptional!regulation!by!microRNAD1,!therefore!it!would!require!one!or!more!
intermediate!targets!as!part!of!a!sequence!of!regulation!factors!linking!microRNAD1!to!SERCA2a.!All!
could!be!potentially!responsible!for!the!increased!SERCA2a!capacity!to!load!the!SR!with!calcium!
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during!diastole!after!the!AAV9.miRD1!treatment!in!the!adult!heart!failure!rats.!Investigation!of!each!
would!be!required!to!understand!if!this!is!the!case!but!would!likely!involve!additional!components!as!
part!of!a!cascade!of!as!none!of!the!factors!discussed!are!direct!targets!of!microRNAD1.!!
!
Conclusion!
!
The!results!presented!in!this!chapter!are!from!an!in)vivo!study!in!which!adult!heart!failure!rats!were!
administered!with!a!single!dose!of!AAV9.miRD1!or!AAV9.LacZ.!The!two!groups!were!studied!through!
repeated!echocardiography!recordings!and!a!range!of!experiments!on!isolated!cardiomyocytes!upon!
sacrifice.!Although!the!microRNAD1!expression!was!not!significant,!and!did!not!result!in!an!
improvement!in!cardiac!performance!over!the!course!of!9!weeks!post!AAV9!dosing,!some!functional!
effects!were!seen.!β2D!and!possibly!β1Dadrenoceptor!mediated!contractility!was!improved!along!with!
the!capacity!of!SERCA2a!to!load!the!SR!with!diastole.!The!former!complements!the!same!result!
observed!in)vitro!and!together!they!represent!novel!results!in!the!study!of!the!role!of!decreased!
microRNAD1!expression!in!heart!failure.!
! !
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Key!findings!of!the!study!
!
The!first!results!chapter!presented!in!this!study!focussed!on!the!determining!the!capacity!of!
microRNAs!circulating!in!the!blood!of!heart!failure!patients!to!act!as!prognostic!markers!of!the!
progression!of!disease!severity.!In!chapter!3,!two!separate!RTDqPCR!microRNA!microarray!formats!
were!used!to!identify!a!shortlist!of!15!microRNA!candidates!that!exhibited!differences!in!expression!
between!good!and!poor!disease!prognosis!groups.!The!same!pattern!could!not!be!repeated!for!any!
of!these!candidates!when!the!expression!was!examined!more!rigorously!by!TaqMan!RTDqPCR!
validation!experiments.!The!results!do!not!rule!out!whether!microRNAs!could!fulfil!the!role!of!a!
prognostic!marker!in!heart!failure,!but!the!results!in!chapter!3!would!suggest!that!at!least!in!the!
Copernicus!patient!cohort!microRNAs!this!is!not!the!case.!The!mitigating!factors!that!may!have!
affected!the!reliability!of!the!Copernicus!patient!samples!for!identifying!microRNA!prognostic!
markers!were!discussed!in!detail!in!the!discussion!section!of!chapter!3.!These!include!the!significant!
amount!of!disease!phenotype!heterogeneity!in!the!patient!population!used!in!the!Copernicus!and!
the!prolonged!period!in!frozen!storage.!!
!
The!other!results!chapters!presented!in!this!study!are!closely!aligned!in!terms!of!their!conceptual!
aims.!The!effect!of!increased!microRNAD1!expression!in!cardiac!settings!was!studied!by!in)vitro!
(chapter!4)!and!in)vivo!(chapter!5)!transfection.!Increased!microRNAD1!expression!by!in)vitro!
transfection!of!cultured!adult!heart!failure!cardiomyocytes!was!able!to!improve!the!contractile!
response!mediated!by!the!β2Dadrenoceptor.!This!result!was!repeated!in!freshly!isolated!adult!
cardiomyocytes!from!adult!heart!failure!rats!treated!in)vivo!by!AAV9.miRD1,!but!the!combined!
contractile!response!mediated!by!both!the!β1!and!β2Dadrenoceptors!was!also!significantly!increased.!
Malfunction!of!the!βDadrenoceptors!is!part!of!the!pathophysiological!phenotype!of!heart!failure,!
displaying!reduced!gene!expression!(β1)!and!impaired!sensitivity!(β1!and!β2)!to!agonist!activation.!
Increased!microRNAD1!expression!was!able!to!elicit!a!reverse!the!depressed!capacity!of!the!βD
adrenoceptors!to!trigger!a!positive!inotropic!response!after!agonist!stimulation.!!
!
Interestingly,!when!comparing!the!two!contractility!data!sets!from!in)vitro!transfected!and!in)vivo!
treated!cardiomyocytes!it!would!appear!that!there!are!differences!in!sensitivity!to!agonist!activation!
by!isoprenaline.!Upon!initial!inspection!it!would!appear!that!in)vitro!transfection!resulted!in!a!
greater!increase!in!β2Dadrenoceptor!contractile!amplitude!than!that!of!the!cardiomyocytes!derived!
from!the!in)vivo!AAV9.miRD1!treated!animals.!The!Bl%PeakH!(peak!contractile!amplitude!–!baseline!
measurements!recorded!were!2.01%±0.16!(in)vitro)!and!0.71%±0.26!(in)vivo).!The!differential!
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between!the!β2Dadrenoceptor!mediated!contractile!response!of!the!control!(AAV9.LacZ!or!Scrambled!
Pre!miR)!and!microRNAD1!in)vivo!treated/!in)vitro!transfected!groups!was!actually!relatively!similar;!
0.75!and!1.00!respectively.!The!same!metric!for!β1!and!β2Dadrenoceptor!combined!contractility!is!
also!comparable,!1.14!and!1.21!respectively.!The!±SEM!of!the!in)vitro!transfection!results!were!
greater!than!the!in)vivo!treated!counterparts,!this!may!explain!why!statistical!significance!was!not!
achieved!in!the!combined!the!β1!and!β2Dadrenoceptor!contractile!response!after!in)vitro!
transfection.!Despite!a!greater!increase!in!microRNAD1!expression!after!in)vitro!transfection!(~15!fold!
increase)!compared!to!in)vivo!treatment!(2!fold!increase)!the!effect!on!contractility!would!appear!
negligible.!From!this!it!can!be!concluded!that!a!2!fold!increase!in!microRNAD1!expression!in!heart!
failure!is!sufficient!to!elicit!the!maximum!improvement!in!βDadrenoceptor!contractility.!As!even!
when!the!expression!is!increased!to!~15!fold!the!contractile!response!is!not!increased!further.!!!
!
The!contractility!of!freshly!isolated!cardiomyocytes!is!typically!greater!than!cultured!cardiomyocytes,!
this!because!cardiomyocyte!functionality!deteriorates!over!time!whilst!in!culture.!This!paradigm!
does!not!appear!to!be!true!in!this!study;!the!isoprenaline!induced!contractile!response!of!cultured!
heart!failure!cardiomyocytes!transfected!in)vitro!(figure!4E)!was!greater!than!the!cardiomyocytes!
freshly!isolated!from!in)vivo!treated!heart!failure!animals!(figure!5G).!Why!this!is!the!case!is!
uncertain,!it!is!possible!that!without!the!chronic!influence!of!circulating!catecholamines!present!in!
heart!failure!the!βDadrenoceptors!of!cultured!cardiomyocytes!are!able!to!resensitise!at!the!
sarcolemmal!membrane,!enabling!a!greater!contractile!response!when!activated!by!isoprenaline.!An!
alternative!explanation!to!the!difference!in!the!sensitivity!of!the!cardiomyocytes!to!isoprenaline!is!
that!the!animals!used!in!the!in)vivo!AAV9!treatment!experiments!had!a!more!severe!heart!failure!
phenotype!that!those!used!for!the!in)vitro!transfection!experiments.!The!baseline!contractility!of!the!
cardiomyocytes!from!both!experiments!was!~5%!which!would!suggest!the!severity!of!heart!failure!
was!similar.!!
!
Another!result!obtained!in!this!study!was!the!possible!improvement!in!SERCA2a!function!to!pump!
calcium!from!the!cytoplasm!into!the!SR!during!diastole!after!in)vivo!AAV9.miRD1!treatment!of!heart!
failure!animals.!Through!measuring!the!calcium!transients!of!isolated!cardiomyocytes!exposed!to!
caffeine,!increased!microRNAD1!expression!resulted!in!faster!clearance!of!calcium!from!the!SR!and!
more!calcium!loaded!into!the!SR!to!be!released!upon!stimulation.!These!effects!are!most!likely!
attributable!to!improved!SERCA2a!functionality!as!in!rats!the!calcium!cleared!by!SERCA2a!in!diastole!
is!92%!of!the!total!(Bers,!2001).!This!conclusion!is!further!enhanced!by!the!understanding!that!NCX,!
the!second!most!prolific!component!of!cytoplasmic!calcium!clearance!is!a!direct!target!for!post!
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transcriptional!inhibition!by!microRNAD1.!With!NCX!function!likely!(but!not!measured)!to!be!reduced!
and!the!other!slower!systems!only!making!up!1%!of!calcium!clearance,!any!improvement!in!this!
aspect!of!calcium!handling!during!diastole!is!highly!likely!to!be!due!to!changes!to!SERCA2a!function.!
Recording!SERCA2a!function!after!a!caffeine!spritz!was!not!performed!after!in)vitro!transfection!of!
cultured!cardiomyocytes.!This!was!attempted!in!previous!work!as!part!of!a!Masters!project,!but!this!
was!too!technically!challenging!as!very!few!of!the!cardiomyocytes!survived!the!caffeine!spritz.!In!
addition!to!improving!SERCA2a!function,!increased!microRNAD1!also!resulted!in!increased!cAMP!
production!after!selective!activation!of!the!β2Dadrenoceptor.!cAMP!production!is!driven!by!AC!(AC5!
and!AC6!isoforms!are!the!cardiac!isoforms)!whose!activation!is!triggered!by!the!Gαs!G!protein!of!the!
βDadrenoceptors!after!agonist!induced!activation.!Increased!cAMP!results!in!increased!PKA!activity!
and!the!activity!of!the!targets!that!are!phosphorylated!by!PKA.!
!
How!can!the!results!be!explained?!
!
After!observing!these!changes!in!cardiomyocyte!function,!the!next!step!was!to!attempt!to!
understand!the!mechanism!by!which!microRNAD1!operates.!A!series!of!experiments!were!
undertaken!to!answer!this!question!across!the!in)vitro!transfection!and!in)vivo!treatment!models.!
Because!individual!microRNAs!can!regulate!the!expression!of!multiple!mRNA!sequences,!a!valid!
experimental!approach!was!to!measure!the!expression!of!a!range!of!cardiac!gene!targets!that!are!
disrupted!in!heart!failure!and!contribute!to!the!pathological!phenotype!to!see!if!increased!
microRNAD1!expression!would!affect!these!targets.!Both!in)vitro!transfection!and!in)vivo!treatment!
to!increase!microRNAD1!expression!in!heart!failure!did!not!cause!the!mRNA!expression!of!any!of!the!
cardiac!gene!targets!tested!to!be!statistically!different!compared!to!the!control.!
!
It!is!possible!that!microRNAD1!did!not!affect!the!mRNA!expression!of!the!cardiac!target!genes!tested,!
but!instead!blocked!production!of!the!protein!that!was!translated!from!the!mRNA.!Studies!have!
found!mRNA!sequences!in!complex!with!polysomes!during!microRNA!inhibition!and!that!the!
polysomes!dissociate!upon!exposure!to!puromycin,!a!protein!synthesis!inhibitor!(Kong!et!al.,!2008),!
which!means!that!ribosomes!were!actively!translating!the!mRNA!sequence!during!microRNA!
inhibition.!It!has!been!suggested!that!the!mechanism!for!the!repression!of!protein!expression!is!that!
the!microRNA!causes!the!deceleration!of!translational!elongation!(Maroney!et!al.,!2006).!Testing!the!
protein!expression!of!the!cardiac!genes!targets!by!Western!Blotting!would!resolve!whether!this!has!
occurred!in!this!study.!!
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Given!the!lack!of!change!to!the!mRNA!expression!and!the!absence!of!protein!expression!data,!the!
next!step!was!to!examine!how!the!functionality!of!the!βDadrenoceptors!or!SERCA2a!was!changed!
after!increased!microRNAD1!expression.!The!first!potential!explanation!to!be!investigated!was!that!
microRNAD1!might!cause!a!switch!in!the!G!protein!coupling!of!the!β2Dadrenoceptor!from!Gαi!to!Gαs.!
It!was!hypothesised!this!was!the!case!as!the!reverse!paradigm!occurs!in!heart!failure,!with!β2D
adrenoceptor!signalling!switching!from!Gαs!to!Gαi.!This!results!in!a!greater!inhibitory!influence!of!
Gαi!signalling!on!the!production!of!cAMP!and!a!dampening!on!cardiomyocyte!contractility.!In!this!
study!PTX!was!used!to!block!β2Dadrenoceptor!signalling!via!Gαi,!the!β2Dadrenoceptor!mediated!
contractile!response!in!the!absence!of!Gαi!was!then!tested!in!heart!failure!cardiomyocytes!
transfected!with!Pre!miRD1.!The!effect!on!contractility!of!Gαi!inhibition!by!PTX!and!increased!
microRNAD1!expression!was!possibly!additive!at!best,!suggesting!that!they!operate!via!different!
pathways.!If!increased!microRNAD1!expression!had!no!additional!effect!on!contractility!it!would!
suggest!that!PTX!has!saturated!the!ability!of!microRNAD1!to!affect!contractility,!but!as!this!is!not!the!
case,!it!is!unlikely!to!be!the!explanation.!!
!
After!transfecting!healthy!cardiomyocytes!in)vitro!with!Pre!miRD1,!the!group!with!increased!
microRNAD1!expression!had!a!nonDsignificant!increase!in!TDtubule!regularity!compared!to!the!control!
group.!TDtubules!are!known!to!breakdown!in!heart!failure!which!has!significant!ramifications!on!CICR!
and!it!is!associated!with!the!cAMP!signal!losing!its!focus!and!becoming!more!diffuse!across!the!TD
tubule!crest.!Culturing!cardiomyocytes!also!causes!the!same!effect!and!was!used!to!model!the!effect!
of!heart!failure!in!healthy!cardiomyocytes.!When!the!same!experiment!was!conducted!in!freshly!
isolated!cardiomyocytes!from!AAV9.miRD1!treated!heart!failure!animals!the!same!result!was!not!
repeated.!The!depression!in!TDtubule!regularity!was!present!in!both!AAV9.LacZ!and!AA9.miRD1!
groups,!suggesting!that!the!heart!failure!phenotype!was!present!but!there!was!no!difference!
between!the!two!groups.!Therefore!it!would!seem!that!microRNAD1!does!not!possess!the!ability!to!
influence!TDtubule!regularity!and!therefore!is!not!the!cause!of!the!improvements!in!heart!failure!
cardiomyocyte!function.!!
!
The!question!remains!around!how!microRNAD1!was!able!to!alter!the!functionality!of!both!SERCA2a!
and!the!βDadrenoceptor!in!heart!failure.!One!intracellular!component!of!cardiomyocyte!function!that!
links!both!these!two!is!PLB.!Its!activity!is!decreased!by!cAMP!driven!PKA!phosphorylation!of!the!
Serine!16!residue!(Mattiazzi!et!al.,!2005)!and!this!is!associated!with!in!an!increase!in!the!rate!of!
calcium!transport!into!the!SR!by!SERCA2a.!This!increases!the!capability!of!the!βDadrenoceptor!to!
drive!cAMP!production!and!PKA!activity!would!cause!a!decrease!in!PLB!inhibition!of!SERCA2a!and!
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permit!the!increased!calcium!loading!of!SR!during!diastole.!PLB!expression!appears!to!be!unchanged!
in!heart!failure!(Schwinger!et!al.,!1999)!but!the!decrease!in!SERCA2a!results!increased!functional!
stoichiometry!of!PLB!to!SERCA2a!and!greater!inhibition!of!SERCA2a.!The!phosphorylation!status!of!
PLB!in!heart!failure!is!decreased,!which!would!also!result!in!an!increase!in!the!PLB!inhibitory!activity!
exerted!on!SERCA2a.!Studies!have!shown!that!agonist!induced!βDadrenoceptor!activation!results!in!a!
PLB!driven!disinhibition!of!SERCA2a!activity!(Calaghan!et!al.,!1998).!For!the!effect!on!SERCA2a!
function!to!be!uncovered!an!increase!in!cAMP!to!drive!PKA!induced!phosphorylation!of!PLB!is!
required.!Alternatively,!microRNAD1!may!affect!PLB!through!the!HSD1!associated!protein!XD1!(HAXD1)!
which!is!localised!at!the!SR!and!regulates!the!activity!of!PLB.!Although!its!primary!function!is!to!
regulate!PLB,!HAXD1!also!regulates!SERCA2a!through!affecting!the!affinity!of!the!SERCA2a!for!calcium!
(Kranias!and!Hajjar,!2012).!
!
A!possible!conclusion!from!this!study!is!that!microRNAD1!improved!the!βDadrenoceptor!linked!cAMP!
production!in!heart!failure!which!increased!the!PKA!phosphorylation!of!PLB!and!consequently!
increased!SERCA2a!function,!but!the!results!from!the!calcium!transient!experiments!conducted!in!
this!study!do!not!support!this!conclusion!as!in!cardiomyocytes!from!AAV9.miRD1!treated!animals!a!
caffeine!spritz!(rather!than!isoprenaline)!caused!a!significant!increase!in!SERCA2a!clearance!of!
calcium!from!the!cytoplasm!(nonDhierarchical!data).!Therefore!if!the!microRNAD1DPKADPLB!
hypothesis!were!to!be!true,!the!increased!microRNAD1!would!have!had!to!have!caused!a!tonic!
increase!in!cAMP!production!resulting!in!reduced!PLB!activity!but!that!was!not!great!enough!for!
increased!SERCA2a!function!to!be!detectable!at!1Hz!(basal)!stimulation!but!was!detectable!after!a!
caffeine!spritz!where!the!SR!was!emptied!of!calcium.!An!interesting!experiment!to!determine!
whether!this!is!the!case!would!be!to!expose!the!cardiomyocytes!to!the!same!concentration!of!
isoprenaline!and!measure!the!behaviour!of!SERCA2a.!
!
The!alternative!hypothesis!is!that!microRNAD1!is!able!to!influence!SERCA2a!and!βDadrenoceptor!
function!independently!rather!than!through!a!mutual!factor!such!as!PLB.!In!one!study,!
chromatography!and!immunoprecipitation!experiments!were!conducted!to!reveal!that!the!calcium!
sensor!protein!S100A1!interacts!with!SERCA2a!and!PLB!in!a!calcium!dependent!manner!in!the!
human!myocardium!(Kiewitz!et!al.,!2003).!The!expression!of!S100A1!is!reduced!in!human!end!stage!
heart!failure!(Remppis!et!al.,!1996)!and!cardiomyocytes!with!increased!S100A1!expression!showed!
improved!peak!calcium!transient!amplitudes!attributed!to!greater!SR!calcium!loading!and!the!
subsequent!release!of!calcium!in!systole!(Most!et!al.,!2001).!In!a!porcine!model!of!heart!failure!
(balloon!occlusion!of!the!left!circumflex!coronary!artery)!AAV9!cardiac!targeted!delivery!of!S100A1!
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resulted!in!normalised!calcium!cycling!and!SR!calcium!loading!(Pleger!et!al.,!2011).!As!S100A1!
function!is!therefore!able!to!influence!calcium!loading!of!the!SR!and!is!spatially!associated!with!
SERCA2a!at!the!SR,!it!represents!a!viable!target!for!increased!microRNAD1.!
!
The!activity!of!SERCA2a!is!also!modulated!by!the!SUMO1!in!a!post!translation!modification!known!as!
sumolyation.!This!is!a!process!of!reversible!attachment!of!SUMO!family!members!to!target!lysine!
residues!and!results!in!in!changes!to!protein!nucleocytoplasmic!translocalisation,!interactions!with!
other!proteins,!protein!stability!and!protein!to!DNA!binding!(Schwartz!and!Yeh,!2012).!The!lysine!
residues!at!positions!480!and!585!of!SERCA2a!are!sumolyated!in!cardiomyocytes!and!this!has!the!
effect!of!preserving!the!ATPase!calcium!pump!capacity!of!SERCA2a!(Kho!et!al.,!2011).!SUMO1!
expression!and!the!sumolyation!of!SERCA2a!is!reduced!in!heart!failure!and!when!SUMO1!expression!
is!restored!in!a!mouse!model!of!heart!failure!it!triggers!restored!SERCA2a!expression!and!improved!
cardiac!performance.!This!represents!another!potential!target!of!microRNAD1!for!consideration!that!
influences!how!SERCA2a!function,!however!given!that!it!has!previously!been!found!to!improve!
SERCA2a!expression!in!heart!failure!as!well!as!function!it!perhaps!less!likely!to!be!responsible!for!the!
results!observed!in!figure!5I!as!SERCA2a!expression!was!unaffected!by!the!AAV9.miRD1!treatment.!
Interestingly!SUMO1!is!a!direct!target!of!microRNAD133a/b,!which!belongs!to!the!same!
transcriptional!unit!as!microRNAD1.!These!two!microRNAs!together!with!microRNAD16,!D27b,!D30d,!D
126,!D143!and!the!letD7!family!are!highly!expressed,!although!not!exclusively,!in!the!adult!
myocardium!(Thum!et!al.,!2008).!!
!
Another!regulatory!influence!on!SERCA2a!function!is!through!the!interaction!with!HRC!on!the!SR!
luminal!side!of!the!protein.!As!its!name!suggests!Histidine!rich!calcium!binding!protein!(HRC)!is!a!
calcium!binding!protein,!it!has!a!low!affinity!and!high!capacity!in!similar!fashion!to!calsequestrin!and!
is!involved!in!calcium!homeostasis!in!the!SR!by!regulating!calcium!loading,!storage!and!release.!
Where!the!two!proteins!differ!is!the!extent!to!which!they!are!able!to!influence!calcium!handling!in!
the!cardiomyocytes.!A!small!increase!in!HRC!expression!has!a!far!greater!potency!in!terms!of!
reducing!calcium!clearance!rates!and!SR!calcium!loading!during!diastole!compared!to!calsequestrin!
(Sato!et!al.,!1998).!Perhaps!in!conflict!with!the!calcium!transient!data!presented!in!figure!5I,!when!
HRC!was!overexpressed!in!a!transgenic!model!only!the!calcium!uptake!into!the!SR!and!calcium!decay!
were!disrupted!and!not!peak!transient!amplitude!after!a!caffeine!spritz!(Gregory!et!al.,!2006).!
Continued!overexpression!of!HRC!resulted!in!the!progression!of!hypertrophy!to!heart!failure!in!
ageing!and!it!has!been!hypothesised!that!the!increased!stoichiometry!of!HRC!with!SERCA2a!is!linked!
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to!the!development!of!heart!failure!pathophysiology.!Unfortunately!there!is!no!direct!sequence!
match!with!microRNAD1!and!the!3’UTR!sequence!of!HRC.!
!
Of!the!possible!microRNAD1!targets!discussed!in!chapter!4!that!may!regulate!βDadrenoceptor!
function!and!increase!cAMP!production,!p38DMAPK!now!seems!less!likely!to!be!responsible!for!the!
improved!βDadrenoceptor!linked!contractility!given!the!results!in!chapter!5.!In!a!study!in!which!the!
whole!cell!calcium!current!was!measured!in!cardiomyocytes!by!perforated!patchDclamp!technique,!
the!p38DMAPK!regulation!of!cardiomyocyte!contractility!was!not!associated!with!a!change!to!the!
intracellular!calcium!transients!(Liao,!2001).!This!does!not!align!with!the!observed!improvement!in!
SERCA2a!function!and!calcium!loading!of!the!SR!in!this!study.!!
!
The!other!possibility!discussed!in!chapter!4!was!the!PI3K!p110γ,!a!direct!sequence!target!of!
microRNAD1,!the!activated!form!of!p110γ!has!been!found!to!reduce!cellular!levels!of!cAMP!through!
increased!PDE!3!or!4!activity!(Kerfant!et!al.,!2007).!This!aligns!to!the!paradigm!observed!in!this!study!
as!increased!microRNAD1!would!decrease!p110γ!induced!activation!of!PDE.!The!use!of!subtype!
specific!PDE!inhibitors!to!block!cAMP!degradation!could!be!used!in!conjunction!with!a!SICM!FRET!!
protocol!to!determine!if!increased!microRNAD1!expression!can!still!cause!elevated!cAMP!production!
in!the!presence!of!PDE!inhibition.!If!this!is!the!case!it!would!suggest!that!increased!cAMP!production!
by!greater!microRNAD1!expression!is!due!to!an!alterative!mechanism!to!PDE!inhibition.!The!caveats!
that!weakens!this!hypothesis!are!that!p110γ!was!only!found!to!be!a!match!of!microRNAD1!in!humans!
but!not!in!rats,!and!has!relatively!low!expression!in!the!heart!of!mice!(Alloatti!et!al.,!2004).!!
!
In!some!cases!a!mRNA!sequence!that!is!matched!to!a!microRNA!by!an!algorithm!does!not!mean!that!
a!functional!relationship!exists!where!the!microRNA!actually!affects!expression!of!the!mRNA!
sequence.!The!expression!of!the!microRNA!could!be!too!low!in!a!particular!cell!type!or!the!
expression!of!the!microRNA!is!inhibited;!both!would!prevent!the!microRNA!from!regulating!its!gene!
targets.!Therefore!it!is!important!to!combine!these!tools!with!a!hypothesis!based!approach!when!
attempting!to!understand!the!mechanism!by!which!microRNAD1!was!able!to!cause!the!changes!in!
cardiomyocyte!function!observed!in!this!study.!For!example,!testing!the!function!of!all!of!the!known!
targets!of!PKA!that!are!linked!to!contractility!would!be!valid!set!of!experiments!to!conduct!given!the!
increased!cAMP!production!observed!after!increasing!the!expression!of!microRNAD1.!!
!
!
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Limitations!of!the!study!
!
Limitations!are!part!of!any!scientific!experiment!and!the!results!presented!in!this!study!are!no!
different.!In!chapter!3!the!circulating!microRNA!profile!of!serum!samples!from!selected!patients!
enrolled!in!the!Copernicus!trial!was!studied!with!the!aim!of!identifying!reliable!prognostic!
biomarkers!of!heart!failure.!Two!technical!limitations!encountered!as!part!of!this!work!were!the!
challenge!of!using!biological!material!that!had!been!frozen!for!over!10!years!and!the!accuracy!of!the!
RTDqPCR!protocols!available.!A!limitation!of!the!scientific!approach!used!for!the!experiments!in!
chapter!3!was!that!microRNA!expression!has!been!shown!to!be!variable!across!heart!failure!patients,!
as!highlighted!by!inconsistencies!in!the!literature!(Tijsen!et!al.,!2010)!(Fukushima!et!al.,!2011)!and!
that!circulating!microRNA!expression!can!vary!over!time!in!disease!(Zile!et!al.,!2011)!(Tan!et!al.,!
2009),!the!impact!of!this!patient!heterogeneity!and!temporal!variability!on!the!circulating!microRNA!
expression!could!mean!that!identifying!reliable!differences!between!good!and!poor!prognosis!
patients!was!too!difficult!in!the!serum!samples!available.!
!
In!chapter!4!when!investigating!the!effect!of!microRNAD1!on!healthy!cardiomyocyte!function!after!
microRNAD1!transfection!two!experiments!were!conducted;!the!β2Dadrenoceptor!cAMP!response!of!
neonatal!EPAC1!mouse!cardiomyocytes!and!the!TDtubule!regularity!of!healthy!adult!rat!
cardiomyocytes.!MicroRNAD1!expression!is!greater!in!healthy!cardiomyocytes!compared!to!heart!
failure!and!attempting!to!cause!a!functional!change!by!increasing!microRNAD1!expression!in!this!
context!is!not!a!certain!success.!In!work!not!presented!in!this!study,!a!cohort!of!healthy!adult!rats!
were!treated!with!AAV9.miRD1!by!jugular!vein!injection,!but!this!did!not!result!in!an!increase!in!the!
expression!of!microRNAD1!in!isolated!cardiomyocytes.!In!figure!4C,!in)vitro!transfection!of!isolated!
healthy!cardiomyocytes!to!increase!microRNAD1!expression!did!not!result!in!an!improvement!in!
isoprenaline!stimulated!contractility.!Furthermore,!the!manner!in!which!the!TDtubule!regularity!was!
examined!will!not!give!any!indication!on!changes!to!β2Dadrenoceptor!function.!Although!TDtubule!
regularity!is!important!for!ensuring!spatial!distribution!of!the!β2Dadrenoceptor!cAMP!signal,!stained!
surface!images!of!cardiomyocytes!will!not!give!any!indication!of!the!signal.!!!
!
The!limited!effect!of!increased!microRNAD1!expression!in!healthy!cardiomyocytes!could!be!due!to!
the!fact!that!the!post!transcriptional!inhibition!of!target!sequences!is!already!occurring;!more!simply!
put,!microRNAD1!is!already!inhibiting!the!expression!of!sequences!where!it!matches!to!the!3’!UTR.!
Increasing!the!level!of!microRNAD1!in!this!environment!may!not!have!a!great!effect!as!the!
endogenous!microRNAD1!is!already!fulfilling!its!function.!There!may!be!situations!where!only!partial!
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inhibition!of!expression!occurs!in!the!healthy!cardiomyocyte,!e.g.!due!to!imperfect!annealment!
between!microRNA!and!sequence.!In!these!circumstances!improving!microRNAD1!expression!could!
have!an!additional!effect!to!endogenous!microRNAD1.!Reversing!the!inhibition!on!target!sequence!of!
endogenous!microRNAD1!or!elevating!expression!where!it!is!low!are!both!situations!where!there!is!
greater!potential!for!effect.!This!is!comparable!to!using!a!submaximal!concentration!in!a!
concentration!response!curve,!there!potential!for!an!increase!or!decrease!in!the!response.!!
!
All!of!the!experiments!conducted!in!chapter!4!were!in)vitro,!this!is!associated!with!a!limited!window!
for!the!increased!microRNAD1!expression!after!a!transfection!is!able!have!an!effect!on!its!target!
sequences.!This!is!the!nature!of!all!in)vitro!experiments!in!cell!lines!that!are!not!immortal!and!can!be!
considered!as!a!technical!limitation!of!the!results.!To!cause!a!substantial!change!to!the!phenotype!of!
cultured!cardiomyocyte!in!48D72!hours!is!a!considerable!challenge,!but!the!results!in!chapter!4!show!
that!it!is!possible!for!microRNAD1!to!cause!a!functional!effect!in!adult!or!neonatal!cardiomyocytes!in!
a!limited!time!window.!The!full!extent!of!its!influence!to!become!pronounced!may!take!longer,!this!
provided!the!rationale!for!undertaking!the!in)vivo!study!in!chapter!5.!!
!
The!primary!limitation!of!the!in)vivo!study!conducted!in!chapter!5!is!the!number!of!animals!used!in!
each!AAV9!treatment!cohort.!A!power!calculation!was!conducted!prior!to!starting!the!study!which!
suggested!that!an!n!number!of!4!per!cohort!would!be!sufficient!to!detect!a!significant!difference,!but!
the!variable!nature!of!the!echocardiography!results!made!it!very!difficult!for!any!trends!within!a!
cohort!or!differences!between!to!be!identified.!It!is!plausible!that!the!increased!microRNAD1!
expression!did!not!cause!an!effect!in!the!cardiac!performance!of!the!heart!failure!animals.!With!a!
larger!n!number!for!each!cohort!the!variability!of!the!echocardiography!data!would!be!less!of!an!
issue.!!A!common!limitation!to!the!results!of!chapter!4!and!5!is!the!low!transfection!efficiency!of!the!
viral!techniques!used!and!the!impact!this!has!on!the!data!from!single!cell!experiments.!Only!the!
adeno.miRD1!had!a!reporter!(GFP)!which!meant!positively!transfected!cardiomyocytes!could!be!
accurately!selected!for!experiments.!For!the!cardiomyocytes!transfected!by!lipofection!or!those!
isolated!from!AAV9.miRD1!treated!animals!there!was!no!way!of!knowing!if!they!had!increased!
microRNAD1!expression!or!not.!Given!that!the!transfection!efficiency!of!the!two!techniques!is!not!
100%!this!made!the!possibility!of!generating!statistically!significant!data!more!challenging!as!data!
could!be!included!in!the!Pre!miRD1/!AAV9.miRD1!cohort!that!was!derived!from!cardiomyocytes!that!
did!not!have!increased!microRNAD1!expression.!!
!
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Future!direction!
!
The!future!direction!after!the!observed!effects!of!microRNAD1!on!cardiomyocyte!function!(βD
adrenoceptor!mediated!contractility!and!cAMP!production,!and!SERCA2a!driven!calcium!loading!of!
the!SR)!is!to!understand!the!mechanism!by!which!microRNAD1!was!able!to!influence!these!processes.!
This!was!not!successfully!achieved!in!this!study,!but!the!experiments!that!were!conducted!can!be!
used!to!drive!the!hypotheses!of!the!future!direction.!The!results!obtained!can!be!used!in!conjunction!
with!studying!the!targets!identified!by!the!predictive!microRNADmRNA!sequence!matching!tool!
target!(www.targetscan.org).!As!highlighted!in!the!limitations!section,!a!repeated!study!of!the!effect!
of!AAV9.miRD1!in)vivo!should!be!conducted!to!show!that!the!results!are!repeatable!in!a!distinct!
instance.!This!could!also!be!used!as!an!opportunity!to!conduct!a!dobutamine!stress!test;!increasing!
concentrations!of!infused!dobutamine!to!animals!whilst!the!cardiac!performance!is!measured!by!
echocardiography!(Plante!et!al.,!2005).!This!would!be!interesting!to!see!if!increased!microRNAD1!
expression!would!be!able!to!replicate!the!improved!contractility!observed!in!isolated!
cardiomyocytes!in!an!in)vivo!setting.!!
!
Previous!studies!in!Professor!Harding’s!laboratory!have!also!examined!the!arrhythmogenic!profile!of!
heart!failure!cardiomyocytes.!In!this!study!increased!microRNAD1!improved!SERCA2a!function!
recorded,!SERCA2a!has!been!found!to!regulate!arrhythmogenesis!in!heart!failure!through!controlling!
both!SR!calcium!content!and!RyR!phosphorylation!(Lyon!et!al.,!2011).!Therefore!it!would!be!logical!
to!examine!the!whether!the!propensity!of!heart!failure!cardiomyocytes!to!develop!arrhythmias!
would!be!limited!by!increased!microRNAD1!expression.!The!ongoing!clinical!trials!focussed!on!
delivered!SERCA2a!to!heart!failure!patients!further!highlights!the!importance!of!SERCA2a!and!the!
link!between!increasing!microRNAD1!and!arrhythmogenesis!(Jaski!et!al.,!2009).!!
!
A!future!direction!after!the!results!described!in!chapter!3!that!considered!the!prognostic!value!of!
circulating!microRNAs!in!heart!failure!for!predicting!disease!severity!is!not!so!straightforward.!As!the!
results!proved!negative!in!detecting!a!suitable!microRNA!candidate!a!comprehensive!review!of!the!
hypothesis!for!the!experiment!is!required.!It!is!possible!that!circulating!microRNAs!are!unable!to!act!
as!reliable!prognostic!biomarkers!for!heart!failure!and!the!study!should!therefore!be!halted!at!this!
point.!Given!the!inconsistency!of!other!smaller!studies!of!a!similar!nature!in!identifying!one!or!more!
circulating!microRNAs!that!can!distinguish!in!heart!failure!versus!healthy!patients,!it!would!be!
reasonable!to!repurpose!the!serum!samples!of!the!large,!well!physiologically!characterised!patient!
population!available!from!Copernicus!study.!The!samples!could!be!used!in!a!future!experiment!to!try!
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to!identify!a!microRNA!that!consistently!acts!as!a!biomarker!to!distinguish!heart!failure!from!healthy!
patients!in!a!comparison!against!BNP.!
!
Final!conclusion!
!
The!results!presented!in!this!study!focus!have!two!focus!areas;!the!effect!of!increased!microRNAD1!
expression!in!heart!failure!and!the!capability!of!microRNAs!to!act!as!prognostic!biomarkers!for!heart!
failure!severity.!The!latter!was!the!more!challenging!hypothesis!to!prove,!with!no!reliable!biomarker!
identified!in!the!serum!samples!from!the!heart!failure!patients!enrolled!in!the!Copernicus!trial.!This!
does!not!rule!out!either!circulating!microRNAs!as!prognostic!biomarkers!of!heart!failure!or!the!
validity!of!the!Copernicus!serum!samples.!A!different!hypothesis!would!be!required!in!future!
experiments,!for!example,!looking!to!identify!a!circulating!microRNA!that!distinguishes!heart!failure!
from!healthy!patients.!The!same!approach!could!be!taken,!but!with!an!alternative!method!of!patient!
selection!in!order!to!reduce!the!impact!of!patient!heterogeneity!on!circulating!microRNA!expression.!!
!
The!aim!of!understanding!the!role!that!microRNAD1!plays!in!the!pathophysiology!of!heart!failure!was!
more!successful.!Both!in)vitro!and!in)vivo!experiments!to!increase!microRNAD1!expression!were!
conducted!and!produced!a!number!of!interesting!results!relating!to!cardiomyocyte!function.!βD
adrenoceptor!mediated!contractility!was!increased!after!microRNAD1!expression!in!heart!failure!was!
improved,!most!likely!through!the!observed!increase!in!cAMP!production.!Calcium!homeostasis!was!
possibly!improved!through!greater!SERCA2a!driven!loading!of!the!SR!with!calcium.!Whether!
microRNAD1!regulates!the!expression!of!a!single!target!that!elicits!these!different!effects,!or!operates!
through!multiple!targets!is!unknown.!From!the!results!obtained,!the!next!step!of!investigation!would!
be!to!understand!the!intracellular!cardiomyocyte!mechanism!that!is!regulated!by!microRNAD1.!!
! !
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Appendix(
(
Copyright!permissions!were!given!for!a!number!of!figures!included!in!this!thesis!and!receipt!of!
permission!are!shown!here.!
Figure!1A:!A!graph!showing!the!time!course!of!a!cardiac!action!potential!(AP),!a!calcium!transient!
([Ca]i)!and!a!contraction!(Bers,!2014).!!
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Figure!1B:!The!range!of!signalling!pathways!associated!with!βIadrenoceptor!(βIAR)!agonist!activation!
and!the!resulting!Protein!Kinase!A!(PKA)!activation!(ElIArmouche!and!Eschenhagen,!2009).!!
!
&!
!
Figure!1C:!Components!of!the!PKA!signalling!complex!and!its!targets!that!located!at!the!sarcoplasmic!
reticulum!(ElIArmouche!and!Eschenhagen,!2009).!!
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Figure!1E:!The!accuracy!of!microRNA!binding!to!a!complimentary!section!of!the!3’!UTR!region!of!a!
mRNA!sequence!determines!the!form!of!post!transcriptional!inhibition!that!occurs!(Bartel,!2004).!!
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Figure!1F:!The!mechanism!by!which!reduced!cytoplasmic!(cytosol)!calcium!drives!a!AktIFOXO3A!
dependent!reduction!in!microRNAI1!expression!in!heart!failure.!When!SERCA2a!expression!is!
increased!this!cascade!is!altered!and!microRNAI1!expression!is!increased!(Kumarswamy!et!al.,!2012).!
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